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© S.V. Krutov To the early use of MMPI techniques (Minnesota multidisciplinary personality questionnaires, MMIL in modifications Berezin F.B., etc., SMIL in sobchik L.N. modifications) there are a number of significant advantages to building efficient production activities in the model.:1. The questions presented in the methodology reflect
the picture of well-being (recipient), habits, behavioral characteristics, attitudes towards various phenomena and values of life, the moral side of this relationship, specific interpersonal relationships, orientation of interests, level of activity and mood, etc.. Therefore, it can be said that this method of personality study occupies a certain
intermediate position between the subjective evaluation of conscious and pro-studies of unconscious personality trends, which greatly improves the quality of diagnostic materials and expands personality perception. 2. Although the MMPI methodology is based on questionnaires, the evaluation of data obtained from the study is not based
on a direct analysis of the recipient's response, but on statistically confirmed discrete significance data of each response compared to the average data.4 Personality traits and qualities, defined by this technique effectively help distinguish behavior trends that are formed based on temperamental features and manifested as behavioral
features Characteristics 16 PF.4. MMPI techniques are based on the study of personality traits and qualities, personality states that having traits continues to manifest behavioral characteristics. It turns out that these features, which were initially identified in the behavioral complexes of people with clinical abnormalities, have some degree
of severity and in the stable behavior of people's psychoanalytic practices. In addition, manifestations of such behavioral characteristics are described as the use in life of a certain set of primary and secondary unconscious protections, which are formed as a result of some failure in the early developmental process of the mental structure
that subsequently leads to neurotic, or more severe psychotic clinical abnormalities. The consequence of this trapping will be complex behaviors, which are referred to in clinical practice as psychopathic, hysterical, manic-depressants, schizophrenia etc. that the personality in the development process is incapable at some stage to form an
optimal interaction system and further development occurs and through this retardation and under distortion of other stages of influence. depending on the characteristics of the mental structure, stage of development and the nature of the impact already formed features of clinical behavior. Of course, that they differ in the power of
influence and, most importantly, in consequences for life forms. , characteristic stages and forms of development, violations that in clinical form lead to persistent and pronounced behavioral features. , in the system of social roles, aggressive challenging behaviors and other features inherent in the clinical manifestations of psychopaths.
Common psychopathic types of character and tendency characteristics and characteristics themselves will be very stable in behavior, although they can be sustained in the behavioral mimicry system of such behavioral characteristics. individual and personal characteristics or traits, In our case, not so much the different properties of
important characteristics, but the expression of their behavior as a category of stability, development, form of relationship and interaction, states and other features that affect the efficiency of production activities, measured and measured in this method. , in the MMPI method there are a number of rules that go beyond that turn test results
into unreliable. MMPI techniques are the most protected from recipient efforts for one reason or another for intentionally distorting the results The function of the score scale is, along with identifying the value of the recipient's response factor compared to the average normative data (the procedure for translating a raw score into T points of
the factor scale) determining the level and nature of such distortions. :P the recipient without any certainty in the answer. Usually the presence in the methodology of 30 raw scores reflects this kind of response. This may be a consequence of a lack of interest in test results or manifesting itself as an indulgent attitude towards
diagnosticians. In such cases, the recipient and the answer analysis are not allowed to participate in the procedure.  MMPI, especially in the procedure of forensic psychological examination, when for answers Questions posed to experts require a mandatory definition of the characteristics of the recipient.  In diagnostic procedures in
production, data inaccuracies at scale ? is an independent diagnostic factor for the analysis of the reasons that drive this attitude towards the methodology. The identification of formal participation in the procedure and the reluctance of the recipient to investigate the substance of this issue is significant in the system of building
relationships between staff employees and the organization and is a valid reason for the analysis and revision of this relationship. which reveals the recipient's tendency to present himself in the most favorable light, showing very strict adherence to social norms. High indicators on the L scale (65 T and above), that is, more than 10 points
raw, can indicate a deliberate desire to decorate themselves, to show themselves in the best light, denying presence in the behavior of their weaknesses inherent to anyone. , lazy, ignored by performance, manners, truth, accuracy in the least size and in the most forgivable situations. The L scale affects the underestiation of scales 4, 6, 7
and 8. That is, components capable of reducing the negative image component of personality by one way or another identified from behavior. This, despite personal tendencies, but almost slightly distorts the overall structure of behavior. Worse, if the system of behavioral norms is rooted in the soul before the process of expelling from
consciousness the facts of a single violation of these norms, even in early adolescence. An increase in the L scale in the range of 60-65 T is often found in people of primitive mental stock with low adaptive abilities. In professional selection, competitive employee evaluation or nomination, the desire to follow the rules and regulations is
viewed by the recipient as best as possible and can distort individual perceptions. To eliminate this effect, it seems appropriate in the initial installation testing procedure to draw the recipient's attention to the possibility of displaying such aspirations. With proper pre-instruction and adherence to the rules of the methodology, it is rarely
possible to obtain reliable results after an unreliable primer through joint analysis of questions and re-tests through joint analysis of questions and re-tests. This is not a distortion of test results, but the stability of the nature of behavior that cannot be handled by the technique. inattention, negligence in the choice of answers, the desire to
establish yourself, to stun diagnostic people, the desire to emphasize the defects of its character, the tendency to dramatize the existing circumstances and their attitude to them, attempts to portray others, contrived people, and not their own features. , for various levels of disharmony, uncomfortable, indicators can be at 65-75T, reflecting
emotional instability. A high scale of F, accompanied by increased profiles on scales 4, 6, 8 and 9 was found in people prone to affective reactions, with low suitability. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high
levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity.
Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of
personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflect high levels of emotional tension or a sign of personal disintegration, with low conformity. Indicators above 70T, usually reflecting
tension levels In reliable studies, relatively high levels of profile on the F scale can be associated with different types of non-conformal personalities, since such individuals will show reactions that are not typical of normative groups, and are therefore more likely to provide answers on this scale. When the need for self-expression is
manifested through incompatibility in behavior and attitudes. In essence, any behavioral and character traits that make up high performance on the F scale are incompatible with the ability to effectively perform productive activities. Aggregation as a psychological need for empathy and attention and the complex behavior that accompanies
it is seen as inserable to the effective implementation of activities. Often the reaction of this kind of behavior is situational and when the voltage decreases they stop distorting the behavior, it is normalized, which actually affects the F-scale indicator and in the complex - on behavior in general. This is noteworthy, especially in professional
orientation activities and in the selection of young professionals. The tendency to follow convention norms and the absence of internal tensions is reflected by the low yield on the F.Scale K:Scale scale consisting of statements that allow differentiation of people seeking to reduce or soften or In the original version of the MMPI test, the
scale was originally intended only to examine the subject's level of prudence in testing situations and the tendency (largely unconscious) to deny existing discomfort, difficulty in life and conflict. However, to improve this trend, the results obtained on the K scale add five out of ten major clinical scales in the proportion of each of these
scales. In addition to the importance in assessing the test response to the situation, K is very interested in assessing the specific personality characteristics of the subject. They tend to deny difficulties in interpersonal relationships or in controlling their own behavior, they tend to adhere to accepted norms and refrain from criticizing others if
their behavior is within the framework of accepted norms. these people may not have an adequate understanding of how they are perceived These people are very confident that the true criteria for conformity to high professional status are the availability of diplomas and certificates of completion in additional education systems, rather
than the level of development of abilities and knowledge and the ability to apply them effectively in activities (hence the frequent desire to improve and expand education and collect diplomas on the completion of educational institutions). In their view, all levels of interaction should be conducted exclusively within the framework of rules and
regulations. Each perversion is slightly suppressed, or perceived as a personal insult, which often leads them to the isolation of a particular group. The owner is considered a bright and eccentric personality almost always significantly isolated from the group and does not experience this state of discomfort. it makes sense to focus on such
features if there are no similar but more general and disguised behavioral trends, which are essential for the effective implementation of activities. People of this breed are very timely and sensitive in allotment of external behavior, distinguished by the tenderness of manners and the strange sophistication in clothing. , the absence of self-
criticism and total indifference and suppression of external influences always lead to deplorable consequences for such activities. harmless on the behavioral features of first sight - the normalization of more thorough behavior is transformed into a significant identity in the personal understanding of rules and regulations and, even further,
in the original idea of the truth of the exercise, which for the latter becomes a significant test. These behavioral trends can correlate well with the L 16 PF factor suspicion pole reflecting personality traits from different perception angles. quality can be arrogant and lack attention to others. In our case, it is specific and not a consequence of
personal neglect or a desire to prove something, by showing dominance or other similar tendencies. Simple non-perception, unwittingly without meaningful emotional coloring. The trend is childish, that is, formed at the beginning of ontogenesis and thus embedded in behavioral strategies, which make it impossible to rely on their own
experiences and knowledge, and especially on the opinions of others. In this case, people with a moderate profile increase on the C scale give the impression of a wise, kind, sociable person, having a variety of interests. and the ability to find the right action. Thus improving quality of social adaptation, a moderate profile increase on the K
scale can be seen as predictably favorable. The tendency to be critical of themselves and others leads to skepticism. Dissatisfaction and a tendency to exaggerate the substance of conflict make them vulnerable and create awkwardness in interpersonal relationships. (Wales Index): Due to trends measured by the F and K scales, most of
the opposite, the difference in primary results obtained by these scales (the Welsh index) is essential for determining the installation of test subjects at the time of research and assessment of the validity of the results. The average value of this index in the MMPI methodology is 7 for men and 8 for women. Intervals at which the result can
be considered reliable (if there is no estimated scale exceeding 70 T) , make up:- for men from 18 to 4; - for women from 23 to 7. If the difference in FK is from 5 to 7 for men and from 8 to 10 for women, the results seem doubtful. High levels of the F-K index can also indicate aggregation. to alleviate their symptoms and emotionally
saturated problems or reject their presence. Low levels of the Wales Index may indicate the available disyubulation of psychopathological disorders. Basic scale characteristics of MMPIGeneral:1 scale: (hypochondria or somatization of anxiety) supercontrol:Increased in 70T - , overcontrol, increased orientation to normative as a sustained
trait of personality, manifested by excessive attention to deviations from normal functions of the body. When this scale indicator increases above 70-T) - the nature of hypochondria is detected. The low indicator (50T and below) has the opposite value, which reflects the absence of personality and conditions listed. and indicators above
70'T reveal the scale of depressive state.3: (hysteria or displacement factors that cause anxiety) radiate:Emotional lability scale. When the indicators increase in normative dispersion, reflecting high sensitivity to environmental influences and instability of emotional state, exacerbated by higher scores (above 70 Up to hysterioids, hysterical
manifestations or hysterioform.4 scales: (psychopathic or realization of emotional tension in direct behavior) impulsive:In the increase to 70T reflects a type of response that is stensis. Above 70 T - impulsive, poorly controlled psychopathic personality behavior of a vibrant circle, as well as in psychopathic-like syndromes of resistor-organic
or endogenous scales.5: (expression of male or female character traits): Reflects the degree of conformity of sex behaviors and adapted sexual levels.6-scale : (paranoid or rigidity of influence): Usually reflects a tendency to pedantry, competition and getting caught up in negative experiences. hostility, a tendency to paranoia. ,
advantages of inhibitory properties (hypostenic), anxiety in neurotic disorders or such as neurosus.8 scale: (schizoid or autism) individuality:There is an increase in people who do not reform, with the stated independence of judgment and action, non-standard that at a high level manifests itself as the originality of interest, the uncertainty of
action, the irrational approach to problem solving, detachment from the scale of reality.9: (hypomania or rejection of anxiety) optimism:Expresses a degree of optimism and reflects the type of wall response. those under 50T are alarming when it came to reducing life-loving trends and overall activity scales.0-0: (social intraversion or social
contact): Reflects the level of socio-accessibility, social engagement of individuals. Conversion primarily to the world of subjective experience (up to 70 T) to isolation and autism (above 70 T). indicators below 50 T) or emotionally immature personalities with weakened self-control (if the indicator is below the 40T scale).1: (hypochondria or
anxiety somatization) supercontroller:A scale with a leading peak (60-69 T) in the profile, where the remaining scales are at a level of 45-54 T, reveals the motivational orientation of the person to meet normative criteria in both the social environment and in the physiological function field of the organism itself. , deterrent self-realization,
control over aggressiveness, orientation of hypersocial interests, orientation to rules, instructions, inertia in decision making, avoiding serious responsibility for fear of not overcoming. In interpersonal relationships, there is a high moral demand for yourself and others. Stings of emotional manifestation, prudence, prudence. This
combination manifests itself in constant tension, and the hypersociality of the attitude looks like a facade on which obesity, irritation, suppression of intonation are hidden. In the structure of neurotic disorders or in neurosis, high levels on a scale of 1 (above 70 T) are high in the structure of neurotic disorders. Hypocondriation is
exacerbated and becomes more common with the accompanying peaks on the 8th scale. but personal traits such as dogmatism, sanctimoniousness, becoming more inert thinking are reinforced, caution, didacticness, tone edification more clearly in interpersonal contact.1-1 MMPI scale in neurotic structure (1,2,3 scales) identifies a
protective mechanism with a type of escape to disease, and disease (obviously or imaginary) is a kind of screen, masking desire to transfer responsibility for existing problems to others and is seen as the only socially acceptable way to justify their pacifity. Rise on a scale of 1 accompanies, as a rule, the psychosomatic properties of the
dezapative response, and in the profile of the type of tooth saw, high values of the 1st scale can identify the main components in the structure of the ulserative personality type and often reflect the psychological level of gastroenterological problems Expression of scale values 1 and 3 is quite common, however, the psychological properties
of the 3rd scale are largely unclear and absorb 1st characteristic, if the scales are at the same level. In essence, these are neurosive factors of a lack of emotional warmth and attention to childhood under normal conditions and an increase in their demonstration in injuries and illnesses. In a rigid and un constructive style of behavior
reduces the stated emotional tension (neurotic) by inserting (manipulating) others into the fear of painful conditions. most of the scale values formed as a result of correction - joined by a raw score of 0.5 K scale. In this case, concerns about physical conditions and strange attitudes towards drugs , medicinal herbs, infusions and other
traditional and non-traditional treatment methods (at T to 70 points) reflect behavioral features as a form, Both of these types, each based on their own properties, show remarkable knowledge of pharmacology (not being specialists in this field) , techniques and treatments, fasting methods, training methods to maintain and improve health.
, then for those who depend on the correctional they have different dual properties. Demonstrates a tendency to be treated effectively and thoroughly, comprehensively strengthens their health and reflects love and active participation in care and This love for treating others can form the assumption of some kind of compensation due to
the lack of attention from others and certain similarities in both types of this behavior. It's a long way from the case. People with this type of behavior depend on corrosive, despite showing inclusion in the treatment of others, but do so more to manifest themselves as well adapted and socially approved, than to attract the attention and
manipulation of others. Thus they only realize the originality of their greatness, kindness and love for others through the provision of services to effectively improve their well-being. With low personal activity, considerable persistence, without the need for the breadth of social contact. This complex behavior is quite consistent with those
activities, conditions that provide opportunities for the realization of these features and these features contribute to effective activities. scale 1 indicator of the hypochondrial type is reflected by features such as aggressive environmental manipulation, This combination in conditions of production activity is often an active source of
interpersonal problems, practically un customizable and characterized by poor management. However, often and for a long time treated, constantly attending preventive measures and procedures.2nd scale: (anxiety and depressive tendencies) pessimism:The leading peak on the 2nd scale does not exceed the norm, The leading
motivational focus is avoiding failure. Stating the depth of experience, analytical mindset, skepticism, self-criticism, some self-doubt, their abilities. Such effects of neurosis of this type of behavior are concentrated in areas affiliated with the need, acting as leading behaviors. This process is somewhat reflected and correlates with the
behavioral characteristics indicated by the schizoid character type, forming the fear pole of factor H 16 PF. Communication imbalances in internal activities are equally widespread and deep social contact external possibilities of their implementation due to the dominant tendency to avoid failure, it is based on high personal standards in the
selection of interaction objects and failure is eliminated on the reluctance to change details in anticipation of deep and rich feelings of love, respect, mutual understanding, etc.Lack of positive experience of social interaction and sustained avoidance of failure leads to stressful situations The protection mechanism is the rejection of self-
realization and the strengthening of consciousness control. Relationships in early ontogenesis, may reflect behavioral characteristics, formed as a result of sharp and significant experiences for individual disappointment after experiencing interpersonal failure or with respect to diseases that dramatically interfere with normal life paths and
forward-looking plans. However, it is the most common and common reaction to distress for most people. even in situations of severe stress, for example, in situations of prolonged anxiety awaiting the outcome of situations important to the individual, it can be shown as protective, bravado, carelessness, self-sufficiency, etc. as opposed to
the manifestation of depressive states. negative feelings, but also personality displays a tendency to acute experience failure, excitement, increased guilt with a self-critical attitude to their shortcomings, self-doubt. These traits are exacerbated in profile with the peak pronounced on the 2nd, and 0th scale and significant reduction in the
9th. In the ancient conflict between egocentric and altruistic tendencies, members of this group prefer the latter to abandon self-realization, thus balancing the balance between these contradictory trends and reducing the risk of conflict with the environment. pushed out of self-actualization, At the same time, the 2nd increase reveals
conscious self-control, when unrealized intentions due to external circumstances or grandchildren of the cause of training are reflected in a mood that is passed down as a result of deprivation or loss. A wiser attitude to life's problems compared to adolescent carelessness and optimism, manifested by relatively lower levels on the 2nd and
high scales in the 9th cyclotheminal personality version or cyclothymia, which can be reflected as correlation dependence with polar cyclotomy factor A 16 PF. Profile with peaks on the 2nd and 4th scales and a significant decrease in the 9th dol alarm to marry in terms of increased suic because, in addition to the characteristics of the 2nd
scale, a decrease in the rate and optimism defined by the 9th scale and increase in impulsivity, Although under such features, suicide attempts are more used as extortion by others and with such motivations are rarely planned as a final solution, the balancing act between manipulation and suicidal tendencies can lead to serious
consequences. Sometimes, individuals with such behavioral characteristics alone can very effectively stabilize the group and even act as a kind of standard of business interaction. Such workers are very effective in analytical and a number of creative activities without extensive social contact, such as organizational and economic
analysis, marketing, industrial design and design and a number of other activities where it is very important A prudent attitude to the work being done.3 scale: (hysteria or displacement of factors that cause concern) emitters:Scale 3 is called emotional lability scale. Increased profiles on this scale reveal emotional instability and a
conflicting combination of divergent tendencies: high levels of personal claims combined with the need for participation in the interests of the group. selfishness, with Declaration; aggressiveness, with a desire to please others. People on a leading 3rd scale are distinguished by the superiority of this type of artistic perception, known for its
demonstrativity, brilliance of emotional manifestations with some superficiality of experience, instability of self-esteem, which is significantly influenced by an influential environment. Their behavior is accompanied by a belief in their I identity expressing ideals, some childish, immaturity Profile with a scale of 3 leading (70 T and above)
expressing an accent on a posteroid type, Features above sharpened. , tears, excessive dramatisation of events, tendency to narrow consciousness to fainting. In most cases, neurosus is formed in girls as a result of inadequate influence by the dominant and strong mother in response to the child's efforts and in her view to behave
according to this role. not in the opinion of the child outside the limits of the allowed rules, distorting the mechanisms of gender behavior and more and more newer social adaptation mechanisms formed under the influence of these distortions. Over time, such techniques, turn into patterns and will be used to place and out of place in adult
situations. , which is not natural and normal for the soul, because the natural one has been pressured categorically and therefore unconsciously considered forbidden. Childish authoritarian inhibitions and neurotic control behavior mechanisms are stuck constantly suppressed by personality in adulthood. In this type of weak temperament,
behavioral features in the factors that make up stress are easily transformed into a system of application of treatment protection mechanisms into functional disorders. Trying to play disease and conversion symptoms forms a condition in which the player himself begins to believe in reality. unbalanced type The symptoms of such
conversions and behavioral strategies are not noticeable. The focus around the neurosis core focuses on the social mechanisms of conformity to the ideal image of a good girl that everyone likes. behavior with a focus on challenging public norms and rules, this Complex is a kind of destructive desire to incite neurosusing situations from
distant childhoods with an obsessive unconscious desire to experience them again and again. The mechanism of transferring the source of the neurosis nucleus to a new and unin relational object looks like a behavioral imbalance in this type of behavior. Such people skillfully play the entire range and depth of personal inclusion in the
interaction and convince themselves and experience the significance of their feelings. showing a desire for love and admiration on the part of all others transforms this desire into endless from within and every individual manifestation of love and admiration becomes for them equally precious and meaningful. As a result, any negative
personal behavior is carefully controlled and the behavior remains just what can certainly be enjoyable. It seems that the transfer of such a source of neurosusing to another object is the main motivation in the most unconscious motivation to build serious interaction relationships. Psychics try major external sources of mechanism
restriction meeting needs and have long been internal and have, once again to create external and alien, transfer to objects that match the properties of the main source. As soon as it succeeds, the soul begins to behave with respect to the object that replaces the main source as the source of limitations and begins to fight with it in all
available ways, limited in childhood. It is therefore complex this behavior and a series of special psychological protections. what cannot be given by definition. Neurotic manifestations of behavioral characteristics, which are equivalent to clinical behavior (expressed neurosis, level of limit mental state and psychosis, as extreme severity of
behavioral de-adaptation), are of little interest to non-specialists in the field of psychiatry and, to the extent of mental conditions and borderline psychosis, as extreme severity of behavioral de-adaptation. However, it has little to do with the production aspect. the ability to maintain in normal behavior the tendency of persistent behavior, the
mechanism of execution of activity, the element of unconscious motivation, etc. as a kind of stable type of behavior, identical to neurotic, but not so saturated and not disadapted, contributes to the study of neurosis, as a kind of matrix of normal behavior. including MMPI and quantitative levels to determine the severity of behavioral
characteristics as resistant and typical in relation to neurotics. Such neurotic features, as primitively described in our case are kind of hysterical, in normal behavior can be reflected as a stable type of behavior to some extent (depending on the severity Any normal behavior is a consequence of a complex focus of characteristic typical
behaviors, which have bright expressions and hypertrophy in clinical deviations, but usually, it has only a tendency to manifest, or slightly corrective behavior, giving it the peculiarities of character and personality. In the behavioral system will always apply for one or two other types, providing stability and features inherent in its properties
and shaping behavior in these features. They are just less and less willing to apply. With this type of weak temperament and the main form of protection through treatment in diseases it is difficult to physically participate in an expanded interaction system, but it is possible to apply the game role skills perfectly to a narrow circle of viewers.
And fantasies about the topic of accidents and suicidal tendencies prevail. In addition to manipulating others at the highest artistic level (because they themselves believe in the possibility of such an exit), they provide opportunities through the sensations and experiences of fear of death to significantly reduce the level of personal anxiety
and from this to experience some kind of relief. The combination in high MMPI scales 1st and 3rd with relatively low 2nd looks like Roman V and is called five conversion. Properties inherent in the 3rd SCALE MMPI appear forward, absorbing, for the most part, the signs of a scale of 1. At the same time, the orientation to social norms,
which only mask the egocentric tendencies of the person, remains relevant. increases the likelihood of behavioral reactions on a hysterical type with a tendency to blame yourself in conflict situations and a pronounced desire for emotional engagement. Behavioral features are a great opportunity for an effective organization Stable
behavior, organized, oriented to various social contacts and effectively optimized and well equipped for this personal radish, transforming such professionals into unique, in activities, focusing on external factors of production activities. Professional behavior adapted to hysterical character types is a consequence of the ability to manage
their activities and allow them to remain within the regulatory framework, deflecting all negative manifestations, characteristics of all negative manifestations, characteristics , significant basic personal activities and the focus that applies to social contacts at the expense of rationing and setting up production activities requires special
management tools and certain conditions of activity under which such professionals can be very effective and effective.4 scale : (psychopathic or implementation of emotional tension in direct behavior) impulsive:As a leader in profile, located within the spread of regulations, this scale reveals the active position of the individual In the
structure of motivational orientation, the attitude of achievement is dominated by the attitude of achievement, accompanied by confidence and speed in decision making. experience and mistakes in decision making can be speculative. Statements and actions often go beyond the thought of systematic and consistent actions. In an
emotional state, there is an emotional preponderance of anger or admiration, pride or humiliation, i.e. pronounced, polar-like emotions, while controlling intelligence does not always play a major role. Especially if the leader does not enjoy proper authority and does not cause respect, admiration or astonishment to this person. in extreme
manifestations, the willfulness of the parent (or his successor) leads to the impossibility of forming an inverted personal dependency mechanism, playing an important role for the soul that arises in the structure of future social interactions. Such developments can lead to a basic structural attitude, as a relationship with personal obligations
is lost. , the soul develops, focusing on external criteria. Good and bad begin to be fixed on the consequences of external responses. It's bad to be noticed and react to it. Everything that hasn't been noticed and what hasn't reacted (un punished) is good. Of course, gradation system consequences such as behavioral features such as
cunning, increase the intuitive talent of danger, form and develop aggressiveness as a preventive protection system and many other traits, Attached to this type of psychopathic character. The basic temperamental traits for psychopathic types are strong and unbalanced types. The psychophysiology of the response is no different from the
standard parameters of temperamental features and it is the socialized component of the soul that directs it accordingly. The second is to ensure the highest possible social status as a provision that reflects the exclusivity of the individual. The third is the desire to manipulate and manage and manipulate itself as a reflection of the ability to



do so without any meaningful focus on the outcome. In the desire to manipulate others concentrates the desire and ability to manage both and reflection exclusivity, and manifest a kind of object Such behavioral tendencies are well correlated and manifested in the pole dominance of factor E and the sharpness of the pole of the N factor 16
PF and reflect the originality of the behavior of the merging mechanism and the implementation of these three personality tasks. One of the features of such behavior is difficult self-control. The dogma of traditional approaches does not dominate humans and the lack of reliance on experience is compensated by genuine-creative
perception mechanisms and the processing of relevant information. With peaks on the 4th and 8th scales and low values on the 2nd or 9th. , impulsive behavioral reactions and general systems of nonconformation behavior, which require increased attention to the definition of conformity of views and behaviors are generally accepted
norms. High peaks on the 4th scale (above 75 T) reveal the psychopathic traits of the eager, pronounced impulsive, conflicting, reinforcing characteristics that accompany increasing on another scale of the registry - 9th, and, gives them the appropriate features of behavioral features, high indicators of the 3rd and 8th scales. The latter
traits weaken the aggressiveness, incompatibility and impulsivity of the 4th scale indicator, since there is a higher level of awareness control over behavior. The same two peaks of the 2nd and 4th scales in the profile reveal internal conflicts rooted in It manifested by a contradictory combination of high-level claims and self-doubt. In
adverse social conditions, such features can serve as a breeding ground for alcoholism as well as for the development of some psychosomatic disorders. , a higher indicator is the characteristic personality profile of psychopaths of a vibrant breed with a tendency to explosive aggressive reactions. If the personality characteristics inherent
in this profile and manifested by a pronounced sense of competition, leadership traits, aggressiveness and stubbornness, are channeled into the course of socially acceptable activities, then the owner of this property can remain sufficient mainly because of the optimal social niche for it, where such qualities and properties are preferred
and acceptable. of all forms of opposition, self-harm and personality prestige, aggressive reactions of others, people with this type of profile easily lose adaptive mode of condition and provide exploitative reactions, the level of control determined by scale indicators that reflect inhibitory properties. this type is a motivational targeted group
interaction system. However, if they are given the opportunity to independently form group goals and, at the same time, the success of the activity will sufficiently affect their status, the condition significantly negates the negative for behavioral activities. : (expression of male or female character characteristics): 5 scales The increase in
numbers on a scale of 5 in any profile means deviations from typical gender role behaviors and the complexity of sexual adaptation. sentimentality, sophistication of taste, artistic and aesthetic orientation, the need for friendly relationships, harmony, sensitivity, vulnerability. In interpersonal relationships, the tendency to smooth conflict,
containing aggressive or anti-social tendencies is revealed even in profiles where an elevated 5th scale is combined with the same scale of height from a wall list of 4, 6 or 9. This is mainly a consequence of a certain indifference to the behavior of half-roles and tenderness, properties that are not formed. With mature indicators of the 5th
scale tends to decrease. During aging, violations of sexual adaptation are reflected in the increase in profile on the 5th scale. Similar disorders can be reflected in some chronic diseases, accompanied by a decrease in libido. values on the 4th, characterizing narcissistic personality types with a penchant for demagogues, This behavior is a
characteristic of cold individualists, sensitive to their self-disonancy with the environment and, as a result, maintaining weakness only for those who bend to them. Reflecting the type of response that is stenciled, the relatively low performance of the 5th scale (50 T and below) reveals a typically masculine polyrole behavioral style,
character rigidity, lack of sentimentality. In the profile of stenographic types, the increase in the 5th scale reinforces the characteristics of cruelty, and in the hyperstenic profile - antisocial tendencies. At the same time increase the scales of the 5th and low 3rd there are drawbacks, usually attached to flirtatious women, tenderness in
communication, diplomacy in interpersonal contact. At the same time, the masculine characteristics of behavior are quite clearly manifested. with peaks on the 4th, 5th and 9th scales and low values on the 0th scale. The low number of the 5th scale in a woman's profile reflects the traditional style of female polyrole behavior - the desire to
be a guardian and find support in the husband, tenderness, sentimentality, love for children, commitment to family interests. The combination of a 5th scale low score with a 3rd and 8th scale increase is characteristic of women with elevated aesthetic orientation, with rich imagination, emotionality, and impressionability. Usually this
combination is accompanied by a tendency to quickly get into different artistic role and image positions, manifested by rich body plasticity and expressive facial expressions and intonations. The system of behavior completely falls from the orientation of the non-traditional polyropolis of active males and active traditional females. This
cause is the least significant of the totality of the causes Any variation in deviations and the behavior of men and women does not provide tangible benefits in improving performance. As a result, polyro-sil differences negatively affect the interpersonal relationship system and are a predictable sign.6 unfavorable scale: (paranoia or rigidity
of influence): The 6th scale of MMPI with the only peak in profile, not beyond normal spread, reflects the sustainability of interests, persistence in maintaining one's own opinions, walls People of this breed are characterized by practicality, calmness of outlook on life, desire to rely on their own experiences , a synthetic mindset with a
pronounced desire for construction and specific systems, for science and the right field of knowledge. Individuals with a 6th scale leading in profile show a love of accuracy, loyalty to their principles, involvement, and perseverance in their defense. Ingenuity and rationality of the mind can be combined with a lack of flexibility and difficulty
switching when suddenly It is impressed by the accuracy and specificity, disturbing amorphousness, unpreparedness of the task, carelessness and carelessness of those around. The high emotional capture of the dominant selfish idea, the ability to infect their fascination with others and the pronounced tendency to systematic action are
the basis for the formation of a leadership trait, especially with good intelligence and high professionalism. They may be characterized by stiffness, malice and rigidity of thinking. Such a situation is presented as logically justified internally and even based on the actual facts of the attempted personal violation. This is associated with a long
experience of one's own success, and this experience includes pride in its value, increased self-esteem and These types of people are significantly worried about their prestige and are very sensitive to actual or perceived injustices. Critical, hostile or contemplative attitude towards others, stubborn, and often aggressive. Such trends can
lead to high motivation and greater productivity in fields and activities, Even a moderate increase in the 6th scale usually indicates affective rigidity, a tendency to suspicion, a tendency to think about the actions of others incompetent or immoral, especially in accordance with the rules and regulations of activity. , little studied and, because
of this, not quite clear and unambiguous in the impact on the psychiatric system of substantive interactions, formed in the early stages of ontogenesis. substantive interactions. There is a strange process of studying the nature of the subject and the value of their mediation between person and object (parent). However, there may be
strange deviations in it, forming behavioral features. That is, in normal function, the soul, having passed the stage of substantive development of mediation, In our case, originality is expressed as the process of endowment of the object by the nature of a particular object or, rather, as a separation of the nature of the subject and the
incomplete object. First, the unconscious desire to master an unlimited number of consumer goods and, as the highest level, the accumulation of materials (monetary) as an unconscious tendency The second is a clear and specific structural attitude to the interaction of the subject. The third is very significant and can serve as the basis for
a wide diversity of behavior. to some extent, the manifestation of competition activity as a state of interpersonal interaction and an effective level of manifestation. Therefore, it is difficult for people of this type to deal with situations of open interpersonal aggression and they rarely participate and try to avoid situations that require extreme
manifestations of a significant strong hundredth nature. Interaction. The interaction system itself is built and carried out on the principles of functional interaction. Therefore, the structural basis of interaction is rationing and regulation. And internal attitudes and external manifestations reflect this rationing and form behavioral features. They
simply do not affect the manifestation of extra-functional interactions, they do not see and do not understand what they want from them outside the rules and regulations, but are very oriented in the rules and actively and persistently (indicate will) participate in bringing justice in their transgression. Violation of the rules stops them and
forces them unconsciously to devalue and situation the violation and the people who make up it. The inability to avoid such situations (official, social and domestic industrial interactions, forced groups) provokes the maximum concentration of activity (aggression) and will change such situations and bring them in line with understandable
norms and rules. And clinically adapted and normal manifestations of behavioral features are reflected by the structure of personality profiles. typical for people who have physical health anxiety develops on the basis of affective rigidity. At the same time, the number of unpleasant physical sensations is small, but the importance of somatic
sensations and their effect on behavior is very high. In this case, the desire to focus on external assessments is met with a perception of hostility from others. However, sometimes, some but somatic complaints are constantly used to put pressure on others. The higher the scale of the 6 MMPI in relation to the 4th, the more often antisocial
manifestations are replaced by persistent bad intentions towards others. tendencies, a tendency to constant objections and an explosion of aggression. hostility, suspicion and other traits reflected by the 6th scale will be clearer when 5th scale values for men are lowered and when they increase in women. , behavioral modifications of
forms of disadaptation and their diversity are the least attractive, since they are exclusively in the zone of psychiatric knowledge and are categorically unacceptable for all types of work. People of this type of behavior show a significant set of positive traits. , In the administrative and economic system that contributes to the bureaucratic
mechanism of organizational activities. the organization is deliberately managed by specialists and managers, in their mental warehouses who seek to further inaugurate and normalize, dehumanize and have reached the limits of formalized and normalized activities. implementation conditions are normalized and regulated. almost all types
of functional production - everything necessary from specialist timeliness, diligence, careful adherence to norms and rules, attention to detail and, in addition, does not require immediate and intense personal interaction. But it also internally promotes good mental stabilization through an optimal understanding of the rules of activity. a
meaningful basis for motivating achievements. There is no point in trying to change the status quo in order to optimize an already stable and optimal position (set as an interaction system). Contribute to this high level of material remuneration, allowing the accumulation of material funds (cash), to implement the main unconscious trend -
hobby accumulation. In order for specialists of this type of behavior to function effectively in production activities, it is necessary to materially stimulate them, to limit direct personal interaction, to normalize and regulate the conditions of activity, to isolate from the adoption of strategically decisive decisions, to limit status trends, to exclude
from official competition situations, etc. attention, if the representative does not have a stated number and is very promising for the features of the activity. Almost fanatical goals, consistency and independence from group influence, strict adherence to norms and rules personally and requirements of others, desire for growth of status and
personal recognition, professional enhancement, perfect Misconceptions of this type of behavior and the involvement of such specialists in the implementation of activities without limitation can lead to serious negative consequences for specialists and for such activities. Leading peaks on the 6th MMPI scale are often accompanied by a
low profile, reflecting a tendency to hide the depth of existing personality problems. This is due to the increased sense of prudence and distrust inherent in these people. Indicators below 50 T are unreasonable and are the result of aggressive hypercomersive personalities, reflecting their excessive tendency to emphasize their peace-
keeping relationships. 7th scale: (mentality or fixation of anxiety and restrictive behavior) anxiety: the 7th scale refers to hypostenic indicators, a type of inhibition of mental responses. Increased profile reveals the prevalence of positions suffering passively, uncertainty in you and situation stability, high sensitivity and underbearing In the
behavior of people of this type of motivation to avoid failure, sensitivity, installation on relationships in line with others, dependence on majority opinion. I have a strange empathy for the fate of a loved one – compassion and empathy, increased nuance of feeling, a pronounced dependence on the object of attachment. The uniqueness of
target control with the oscillation element of attention is expressed in the tendency to re-examine what has been done, There is an increased sense of duty. A common trend for both men and women is indecisiveness with a lack of confidence. Often attention is focused on their bad habits, relationship difficulties and display of authority.
pay attention to them. Their To remain in the spotlight even an innecessary fact, to take into account and anticipate even impossible possibilities and to be in a state of constant anxiety. These types of people are incapable of highlighting the really important and important aggregate facts, abstract of the details. In insignificant activity, this
behavior is expressed as the main trend of failure avoidance and is formed by fear of the possibility of posing a risk of tendency to avoid failure converted into a tendency to develop a rule system that eliminates the need to make decisions on a case-by-case basis, which can give the impression of stiffness, stubbornness and formality.
This system of rules is a kind of struggle with obsessive anxiety, Situations with unpredictable results, rapid changes of meaningful, irregular and unpredictable factors stressful for people of this type of behavior. Constant reminders of the failures of the family, making the child's soul adapt in a certain way. It is likely that gender mental
differences are already in the early stages of ontogenesis that boys are less dependent on the mother as an object in the process of forming socialized behavioral structures. or rather - the consequences of such influences are expressed in the male type of such behavior only as sentimentality and peace-loving and accompanied by a
large and strange attachment to the mother and in adulthood, the type of behavior paints and causes difficulties in relationships with other sexes For girls, empathy socialization is an important and meaningful process of personal socialization, in which the mother is not only the object of sexual identification , but also a guide in behavioral
strategies. The hard stance in this process forms an unachieving perfect self-model that is constantly set as an example and attempts to conform to this model and form a system of adapted behavior, leading to neurotic deviations. It is facilitated by temperamental features in the form of weak types of nervous system and unconscious
protection strategies accessible from external objects Although such features form behavioral modifications, but all their diversity is concentrated in defense methods. The combination of peaks on the 7th and 1st scales indicates easy-to-arise concerns about the state of their physical health as a consequence of high levels of anxiety and
a desire to avoid possible harm. Usually this behavioral system is reflected in the increase in the value of the 2nd scale, This personal profile is usually accompanied by a high scale of F and C, reflecting the basic level of anxiety and unconscious need for help. that the lower self-esteem and pessimistic assessment from the perspective
attached to this type of depression (isolated peak scale 2nd) in this case is clearer and stable and combined with constant internal tension, anxiety or fear. initiatives and initiatives The combination of the 7th and 2nd scale peaks and the appearance of profiles on the 3rd scale of MMPI can reflect a combination of anxiety and phobia
disorder with a tendency to clear and colorful demonstrations of their condition with a desire to evoke patronizing attitudes of others through emphasized power. It combines elements of polar personality structure - a penchant for punctuality, precision, precision, a desire for precision, some weight and paradoxically understated social
spontaneity combined with demonstrations, The nature of such behaviors is accompanied by frequent anxiety reactions, since they retain a high need for attention, recognition and general demonstrative behavior, this type of face is much more important than pure demonstrative personality and very painful reacts to the negative signals
being noticed. The 2nd scale indicator reflects the characteristics of careful adherence behavior to social norms and aggressive tendency control. Such personality traits make it possible to hide open asocial tendencies and internal rejection of moral and ethical norms. However, aggressive tendencies are still manifested through
techniques and methods of causing feelings of anxiety and guilt in others. Combination of 7th scale peaks and upgrades The features of the male (5th scale indicator) reflect an increased tendency towards rigid behavior. Usually, the structure of this profile indicates the relative ease of occurrence of pathological conditions. reduce the
threshold of stress formation and, as a result - block activities or activities that are encouraged after the majority or leader, general restrictive behavior and excessive intellectual processing, there are a number of positive qualities. Good motivation through encouragement and measures of self-assessment, thoroughness in the
implementation of rules and regulations contribute to efficiency in a number of activities based on stereotypes of persistent work operations. The most frequent personality type, which is a significant increase in the profile of the 7th scale - psychoastenic. The face of this breed is distinguished by self-doubt, indecisiveness, a tendency to re-
examine their actions thoroughly and carried out highly obligatory and responsible, with a dependent position, oriented to group opinions, with a highly developed sense of duty and commitment to generally accepted norms, prone to altruistic, conformal manifestations, reacting with increased feelings of guilt and self-flag against the
slightest failure and error. By all means, trying to avoid conflict, which they experience very painfully, psychiatrists act at the maximum level of their ability to obtain the consent of others, and most importantly - most difficultly - their own consent. In this case, they are in a state of constant tension and dissatisfaction, manifested in
obsession, restrictive excessive actions, rituals necessary for satisfaction. or absinsive and compulsive neurosis, which often presents little difficulty for others. Therefore, the disadapted forms of psycho-astenic type do not greatly interfere with the performance of production activities with the correct organization of the condition, and a
number of a big advantage of this type of activity is group dependency. The painful experience of conflict situations by owners of this type turns it into a kind of barrier in the system of intra-group interaction, which significantly contributes to the reduction of interpersonal stress and the formation of a productive system of industrial
interaction scale.8: (schizoid or autism) individuality: 8th scale - the scale of individuality in MMPI. Elevated, in a profile with regulatory indicators on another scale, It reveals a separate personal position-contemplative, analytical thinking style. , subjectivism is known in the assessment of people and the phenomena of surrounding life, the
independence of views, a certain attraction to abstraction, the high need for actualization of its individuality. Personality of this type finds it more difficult to adapt to the form of daily life, the prosaic aspect of daily life. Their individuality is so clear that they predict their statements and behaviors, comparing them to ordinary stereotypes, in
fact They don't have enough rational living platforms, they focus more on their subjectivity and intuition. Even small frustrations can lead to the appearance of anxiety and the expression of negative emotions. In this case, the compensation of the condition is achieved through autism and distance, i.e. by treatment in the inner world and the
observance of the mental distance between himself and the environment. For people with a peak profile on the 8th scale, it is characterized by orientation especially on internal criteria, a decrease in the ability to intuitively understand others, to play their part, that is, the inability to put themselves in the position of one or another of those
around them and, therefore, a lack of adequacy of emotional response. and in sharply expressed cases it is impossible to objectively assess themselves from the outside in the system of interpersonal interaction. The behavior of such people may be seen without natural, strange, eccentric or mischievous emotional coloring. At the same
time, they are dissatisfied with the situation and the vulnerabilities Already at the top of a fairly clear profile on the 8th scale of MMPI, the peculiarities of perception and logic can be accompanied by difficulties in communicating with others. In non-verbal contact, communication difficulties are associated with inadequate facial expressions
or motorized adaptation. In others they may give the impression of ambiguity or lack of clarity. The peculiarities of thinking may be due, in particular, to a loss of the ability to control their understanding and acceptance of judgment as a result of a recorded breach of social communication. At the same time, many of these people have a
greater ability to build communication using symbols that are inherently rigid in the rule system, such as The difficulty of daily contact leads to a greater increase in isolation, due to situations that require such contact to cause or increase feelings of internal tension. related to waiting for attention from others and fear of the cold on their part.
For others there is excessive friendliness, then unjustifiable hostility, and too intense contact can be replaced by a sudden break. distort and socialize the interaction system. It seems cold empathy and a general inability to emotionally saturate relationships. However, there are events and relationships that can cause an emotional
response. In such cases, there is an unexpected and empatfore Personal vulnerability. different formalities and lack of adequate emotional content and processes without sufficient consideration of environmental reactions. The main feature of the type of behavior in question is the adapted basics of socialized interaction. If in all other
cases in the basis of adapted behavior is a mechanism of strange interaction with an already formed and significant object to the soul (parent), then in this case the most likely source of such behavior can be considered the most likely source of such behavior can be considered as a kind If you abstract to the level of interaction of the
object (biological), it will be visual , that during this period is the process of meeting the needs (food, heat, care) in a certain way forming a system of interaction of objects in the future. It is not enough to encounter the soul's needs (perhaps in the process of these important and personal conditions and relationships) to turn off the soul in
the construction of an object interaction system. The only possible response to the soul that appears not to meet the needs in the interaction is to limit them – the authorization of these restrictions is transferred to the object interaction system. The indifference of this object is rooted in mental processes. and shape the process of leaving
into a personal cocoon that is not tied to a system of socialized needs and strange attitudes towards situations that form stress and more behavioral originality. If personality traits are reflected in the peak profile on the 8th scale combined with unpleasant (often strange) physical sensations and ideas related to the state of physical health At
the same time, if the peak profile on the 8 mmPI scale is significantly higher than the peak on a scale of 1 and, especially, if at the same time there is an increase in profile on the 6th scale , while the level of profile on a scale of 3 and 7 is low, its formation tends to be affectively saturated and difficult to corrugated concepts associated with
physical health. When the profile peaks on an 8th scale, this type of profile most often exhibits rigid stereotypes of behavior that are oriented towards concern for physical well-being. Such treatment is used as a means of rationally explaining alienation and isolation from others with somatically conditioned difficulties. in the buildup of
anxiety or depression, Ambivalent attitudes towards others are generated, along with a desire for contact, distrust of pouts, and frequent profile increases on the 4th MMPI scale reflecting the social difficulties associated with a lack of ability to see the customs, rules and norms that guide the behavior of the majority of people around them.
related primarily to low conventions. This profile configuration is quite typical of schizoid personalities, If demonstrative tendencies due to high displacement rates are manifested in people who feel alienated, misunderstood and do not belong in a social environment, there is usually a combination of peaks on the 3rd and 8th scales of
MMPI. This profile shows deep dissaremia, since it reflects a paradoxical combination of orientation on actual behavior , external evaluation, on the consent of others with a tendency to build their behavior, based on internal criteria, with difficulty interpersonal communication. people with described profile types can be permitted by
identification with some very important form of activity that they state. At the same time, they prefer situations in which this identification, as well as competencies in the chosen field of activity can not be questioned (individual activities, narrow specializations, etc.). This combination with a fairly obvious increase in profile almost always
indicates the painful state of one nature or, at least, if the difficulties of interpersonal relationships are disturbed by social adaptation, in personality profiles are usually reflected by the combination of peaks on the 8th and 4th scales. and asocial actions performed as a result of misunderstandings, inability to understand certain conditions,
inability to understand social norms clearly and as a result of a strange approach to the situation. These associations are one of the most common causes of their asocial behavior. This type of profile is typical for adolescents and young men with a pronounced tendency to treat others with distrust, to regard them as a potential source of
danger or, at the very least, as a person feelings of threat can push them into pre-emptive attacks. In cases where interpersonal disorder and increased outreach are accompanied by the formation of an affectively charged idea or group of ideas, the personality profile is characterized by a combination of peaks on the 6th and 8th scales. ,
indicates a tendency to form difficult-to-correlate concepts associated with threatening ideas or dangerous actions of others. a set of projections of its own. In the clinic it is manifested by delusion syndrome. If the tendency to focus on internal criteria and communication difficulties combined with pronounced anxiety, the profile of the
person can be characterized by an isolated and more or less uniform increase (plateau) on the 7th and 8th scales of the MMPI. This type of profile reflects a sense of singularity or uniqueness of a person's personality and uniqueness Such feelings (not always unconscious) lead to depressive tendencies that may not be reflected by an
increase in 2nd scale values. In adulthood, such manifestations are the result of a certain degree of infantility. , since they are practically the only representatives of disadaptation behavior, using intellectualization as a leading unconscious psychological protection mechanism. Study and analysis of interpersonal interaction systems,
motivational and needs analysis, painstaking studies of others. It turns out that the inability to optimally engage in interpersonal interaction systems forms a number of capabilities that lead to the generation of ideas, which are not used correctly by the generator itself. Individuals of this type of behavior require a free and creative style of
activity that is not limited by formal frameworks and regimes. Any management of their activities will cause conflict. creating a personal environment, high activity, self-centered, bright individuality and intellectual development of such people in conditions of free activity can be manifested in the formation of interest club employees located
far beyond production activities, which cannot contribute to their effectiveness. , has an almost exorbitant personal motivation, in greater and unnecessary managerial interaction and control. And how to utilize their work will depend on the ability and ability of the manager.9 scale: (hypomania or rejection of anxiety) optimism: The main
peak on the 9th scale of the normative profile of MMPI reflects the activity of personal position, high vitality level, confidence, positive self-esteem, high motivation to achieve a certain uniqueness. Success leads to a famous, emotion-achieving pride. people of this type of behavior have a tendency to seriously deepen complex problems,
prevailing carelessness, ecstatic perceptions of the rest of the world and them, brightness of hope, belief in the future, beliefs in their happiness. Mmpi's elevated 9th scale reflects an emphasis on hypertim or elevated types and reveals increased personal self-esteem, ease of decision making, lack of specific restrictions in contact.  Such
features are accompanied by unusual behavior, demeaning attitudes of blunders and their shortcomings. Often there is impendingness in attachments, In cases where the main way to relieve frustration is to deny the difficulty, anxiety, self and guilt of others (impunative reactions), personality profiles are usually characterized by peaks on
the 9th scale. people with a moderate profile increase on the 9th scale are characterized by optimism, so accessibility, the ability to be very active, easy to communicate. They're willing. in contact and at the same time give the impression of pleasant, cheerful people, distinguished by widespread interest and enthusiasm, willing to express
their opinions and ready to share impressions. They easily become the soul of society, adapt well to change and even aspire to them, having no difficulty in the need to adjust to a stereotype life. In stressful situations, people with a 9th scale are prominent in profile, showing excessive activity, but always focus, while being able to emulate
a leading personality for them. Acts as a barrier to unconscious mental activity. In this case, the increase in basic mental activity, initially requiring optimal external inertia, is already in the early stages of development facing the problems that make up the behavioral identity. Fear of the outside world and unknown personal activities, The
peculiarity of this mental development turns into a tendency of adult behavior, adapts in the process of development and sees the end in the peculiarities of behavior that have various manifestations, since there are no restrictions on the object of the expression of activity. In our case, there is no such attachment, all the diversity of the
external environment performs this function and diversifies behavioral characteristics and relatively rarely leads to clinically adapted. Reflected by increased profiles on the 9th scale with simultaneous profile reductions on the 2nd and 7th scales can find expression in the desire to lead others or rise above others through rivalry. In the first
case, peaks on the 9th scale and decreases on the 2nd and 7th scales combine with increased profile on the K scale, reflecting the desire to deny one's weaknesses and emotional problems, the desire to adhere to convention norms and intolerance to violations of these norms by others. These are generally regarded by others as natural
phenomena because they are respected by their energy, awareness, and high performance. Activity and high self-esteem are manifested in an effort to rise above others through competition, to show their strengths and/or to emphasize the weaknesses of other men. In addition, this tendency can be realized by showing the opportunities
given by physical excellence, in women - to manifest themselves in an effort to emphasize their external attractiveness. The face of this type senses a threat, if they get into a situation where they can not cause envy and show their superiority, If the increased activity, high ambition, and self-esteem reflected in the increase in profile on the
9th scale combined with the inability to achieve the desired position and realize the actual aspirations, and the resulting anxiety refers to the somatic state, then the profile simultaneously increases the value and scale 1. to interpret their complaints as a consequence of situational or emotional difficulties. Their behavior is characterized by
tension and an active desire for somatic therapy, or optimism and demonstrative desire to emphasize their resilience in the face of severe illness. The latter option is quite possible if the neurotic triad is expressed by the conversion of V. This profile can reflect an important and high combination of personality opportunities, with anxiety over
the water recognition of these qualities by others. And in adulthood it refers to the characteristics of infantilism. The combination of increased self-esteem, the ability to ignore adversity, high but disorganized activity with a high ability to displace negative signals, demonstrativity, emotional immaturity and selfishness is reflected by the high
values of the 9th and 3rd scales. Often this combination of enthusiasm, ability for long-term effort and increased efficiency in the presence of a large audience. Peaks on the 9th and 4th scales reflect a lack of internal perception of social norms. interesting situation. If these attractions are dissatisfied, they easily get a sense of boredom,
repatriated in dangerous, sometimes destructive acts, which appear to meaningless and unmentioned outside observers. Their disconceiveness with existing rules and customs, protests against moral and ethical norms are actively enforced, often without correction of their behavior in connection with situations that pose a threat to them. if
the pattern of behavior is carried out sequentially and rigidly, which is usually accompanied by the appearance of peaks on the 6th scale. The presence of additional peaks on the 7th scale and neurotic triad scales reflects smaller asocial behavior depending on the severity of these peaks. In this case, asocial attitudes are applied in a
socially acceptable way. The combination of peaks on the 9th and 6th scales of the MMPI shows a specific sequence and purpose of organized behavior around the concept. In certain personal cases, affective rigidity and hostility from others complicate the system of interpersonal interaction. In clinical desadaptasi, these features are
accompanied by the appearance of super valuable or paranoid formations against the background of hypomanic influences. , The desire to act in combination with anxiety can be expressed in the appearance of profiles on the 7th and 9th scales. High activity leads to the ease of performing certain actions, often poorly thought out, and
high anxiety leads to subsequent careful analysis of their actions, for constant doubt about the already perfect truth. but that doesn't change their behavior in the future. Under extreme conditions, this can lead to chaotic behavior. If autism, orientation on internal criteria, interpersonal contact difficulties combined with increased activity,
ease of attention switching and optimism, the profile is usually reflected in the increase in 8th and 9th scale indicators. The significant severity of the increase on this scale may indicate a lack of ability to act consistently and logically build with respect to it. Lack of fixation on anything, abandonment of a clear formula or avoidance of
formulation so in this case defensively in this case. allows you to realize the desire to for example, through high competence in the field of counseling, desire to be in plain sight, etc. When changing the shape and place of activities there is monotonous satiety avoidance, a desire for novelty and a kind of aspirational search for the best
choice of activity. Related to monotonous activities, demanding thoroughness, exhaustion, long-term attention improvement stress them and can cause impaired mental adaptation.0-scale: social intraversion or social contact:This scale, as well as a very attitude to behavioral characteristics, based on the identification of extrovert or
introverted personality traits and qualities are more controversial than informative. act as a major factor in identifying the basic traits that make up the behavior scale.0, based on its functionality, is designed to define Socialized interactions, correlated both with temperamental personality features and with a number of factors of 16 PF, are
predicted to enrich the modeling process of production activities.  The elevated scale 0 reflects the type of hypostenic response and reveals the pacifity of personal position and the appeal of greater importance to the world of internal experience. In stressful situations - retardation, avoiding contact, escaping from trouble. The high numbers
of the 0th scale not only reflect isolation, indiscretions, but are often a sign of internal disharmony and a way of hiding from others the originality of their characters, Sometimes such people can give the impression of a fairly sociable person, but are given to them at a considerable cost of personal tension. The decrease in profile levels on
the 0th scale reflects a desire for interpersonal contact and interest in people. They're willing to take on the public. have a large number of interpersonal contacts in various fields and are very satisfied with the implementation of these contacts. If the profile on a scale of 0 is sharply reduced, it usually indicates the presence of a large
number of contacts so that its implementation must be accompanied by fleeting and shallow communication. Social connections, in communication with new people, the friendliness of emotional responses, the ability to tolerate inevitable friction without reactions to anxiety and depression, that is, social extroversion increases. Such
features, along with a decrease in profile on the 0th scale, are reflected by their increase on the 9th K and scale, and often on the 3rd scale. increase its importance in the eyes of others, domination.  In this case, along with the reduction of profile on the 0th scale, it is usually increased on the 6th scale. on a K.Persons scale with such a
profile character is independent, persistent in achieving goals, a tendency to lead others (especially the lesser) and critical of the instructions received and dominant authority. The principles on which they are guided may be strong enough, but they are usually not conventionally conditioned, but are formed based on personal experience.
At the same time, there are difficulties in establishing new contacts with anxiety reactions in interpersonal friction and in this case increased social introversion. In this case, there may be an acceptance of willing social responsibility associated with the implementation of extensive contacts. At the same time, those around them may be able
to reduce their reliability. If the desire for social contact is not based on norms and a sense of unintruded task, there is a departure from social contact whenever it is not requested by your own needs. A decrease in profile on the 0th scale is usually combined with an increase in group support on the 0th scale, and a decrease in profile on
the 0th scale, a decrease in it on a 3rd scale and often an increase of 8. schizoid personality characteristics, even in the absence of peaks on the 8th scale. The peak profile on the 8th scale, when reducing it to 0 also reflects the originality of the approach to interpersonal relationships, which in this case is widely stated, but not well
organized and without adequate emotional coloring. At the top of the profile on a scale of 1 and 0, it is possible to talk about limiting the scope of communication due to feelings of somatic dysfunction. tendency to make somatic complaints with pessimistic assessment of prospects and the need to familiarize yourself with such
assessments from various people. The decrease in the 0th scale profile reflects the severity of anxiety disorders, the combination of 4th and 0th scale peaks indicates limited reach of social contact and decreased probability of antisocial behavior, more noticeable when the 0th scale indicator decreases.0 scale, mediated reflecting the
behavioral features of socialized interaction systems has a more supportive value for the modeling process of production activities. Back to the Beginning forward © Sergey Krutov, 2008 © published with author's courtesy
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